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Goal

We build an Android application for this project, aiming to help improve the driver’s 
driving performance. It’s like a coach on the road to give you feedback and reward 
according to your driving! 
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Event Detection



Implementation details

When phone is mounted by phone holder, sometimes there will be a small angle. The 
phone is not vertical to the ground which will affect the accuracy of the x axis of 
acceleration.

So we will collect 1s data to get average 
and calculate the sin and cos to do the 
calibration for data in x axis.

Phone Calibration



Implementation details

For the event detection, we collects data from cellphone SensorManager: acc_x, 
acc_y, acc_z, gyro_x, gyro_y, and gyro_z and speed(calculated by GPS) and 
store them into local sqlite database.

And we used Butterworth low pass filter to filter the stored data.

Event Detection (features, database, filter)



For the event detection, we monitor every sampling and use threshold and 
standard deviation to detect the start and end of an event

Event Detection (features, database, filter)



We did road tests and label the events manually 
and using those labelled events for SVM
training.  

Later, we ran the road test to predict the event. 
And the accuracy is 83%. 

SVM(train , predict)   Offline



SVM(train , predict)   Online

For convenience, we deploy the model files of SVM and LDA on a cloud server. 
When the app is installed, it will download the latest models from the server. The 
app will start a thread to use these models to do real time classification.



Scoring Engine



Using SVM, we can 
classify sensor  
reading features into 
various events, such 
as hard brake, fast 
acceleration, etc., 
each represented by 
an alphabet.

Events
From the sequence of 
event detected in time 
windows, we map 
them into some 
patterns of event 
alphabets. Then we 
use LDA to cluster 
old trips’ patterns 
(words) into 3 or 4 risk 
levels.

Each new run time 
window records an 
event pattern that can 
be matched to each 
risk cluster with a 
probability.

Risk Level
A score can be 
calculated by the 
weighted sum of 
probabilities given 
that: the scoring
factors for risk 0 = 
100, risk 1 = 75, risk 2 
= 50, risk 3 = 25.

Score

E.g. since a pattern “hcpah” has clustering probability:
(0, 0.1254097), (1, 0.6228426), (2, 0.1262365), (3, 0.1255111) 

Patterns

= 100 × 0.12540978 
+ 75 × 0.62284267 
+ 50 × 0.12623651 
+ 25 × 0.12551107

Score = 

68.7

Scoring Engine

37



LDA(train predict)

LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is a natural language 
processing model. It’s usually used to classify article according 
to topics related to it.

We implement the LDA model in our project:

letter pre-defined event etc. “h” is safe brake

word pattern collected 
every 40 seconds

etc. “hahob” in 40s

article patterns in one trip



We  took  this  trip  on  a  local  road  with  lots  of  turns,  stop-
lights, and intersections. Therefore, it had shown many events 
within  each  of  its  patterns.  Each  pattern  happens  within  a 
window of 20 seconds.

o: normal turn
a: normal brake
v: normal lane-change
o: normal brake
v: normal lane-change 

v: normal lane-change 
o: normal turn
o: normal turn
i: medium-risk 
acceleration

20 sec.20 sec.

Model of LDA Input for Driving

Using LDA, we get 
the clustering 

probabilities for 
each pattern. By 

applying the 
scoring formula, 

we get a score for 
the pattern risk 

level



Feedback Engine



We designed the trip_score that is the average of current_score. 
This reflects the total driving performance during the trip.

The event bar is showing our dangerous level on real time. The 
higher and reder the event bar shows, meaning the worse event we 
are going through. And when there happens a worst event, the 
feedback icon will show on the screen center to notify driver to 
focus on the specific event.

Also, we have designed the coin reward system: when we have 3 
consecutive good score windows, we will get 1 coin on the UI. When 
we have a bad score (current_score is lower than 60), the coin system will 
be reset. 

User feedback



UI
At the beginning

during the driving 

Speeding  Brake                          Turn   Lane-changing                      



Demo Video

Here is the link for the video : https://youtu.be/MKSfZ_4cg1I



Implementation Details
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Service 2
Load lda 
model and 
svm model

Start SVM thread: 
● calculate event data to features 
● Use classification to classify event
● Store event duration

Start LDA thread: 
● Run every 40 seconds
● Use pattern to infer the relation to 

each risky level
● Use formula to get score of pattern
● Show current score and trip score
● Calculate coins

Start feedback thread: 
● Run every 10 seconds
● Use event duration map to calculate 

bar score
● Use bar score to generate feedback

Pattern 
buffer

Duration 
map

UI
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